Coach Whitney Disappointed In '33 Track Chances

MAPLE SQUAD 'UNBALANCED'

Coach Predicts Poor Showing For Tracksters In Dual Meet

Toronto, Ont. — (CP) — Toronto Maple leafs hockey champions coach, Bert Foster, says his squad is not as strong as last year and will not be able to win Games 1 and 2, or even Games 3 and 4. Foster cites the lack of star players and the unsatisfactory performances of some of the players, as reasons for his prediction.

High Pressure Pete

Wrong Results

By GEORGE SWAN

51 ON HONOR ROLL

At Baldwin High

18 Students Make Marks Of 100 On Last Week Exam

A total of 51 students at Baldwin High have made marks of 100 on the last week exam. The students include all grades, from 1st to 12th. The exam was difficult, and only a few managed to score above 90.

Barnum Honor Roll

Lists 18 Students

The Barnum School has released their honor roll for the current semester. There are 18 students on the list, who have maintained a high academic standard. The list includes students from various grades, with some even being from grade 12.

Ontario Armory

Thursdays, May 20th, 21st, and 22nd.

Sheik Mar Allah

Freddie Knuckles

Ontario Armory

Notice to all Telephone Users

Dear MADAM or SIR:

For several weeks past we have been receiving complaints from our subscribers that they are unable to make connections or that the service is irregular.

This is due to the large number of subscribers who are using the same busy line.

We are working to overcome this difficulty, but in the meantime, we would like to ask you to be patient.

Thank you for your consideration.

The Board of Directors

Michigan Bell Telephone Co.

Your Doctor is available instantly

By Telephone

Life itself may depend on reaching your doctor quickly. Whatever the hour... whatever the weather... he will respond promptly to your call.

Only with a telephone can you summon your doctor instantly at an emergency. Just one such call may be worth more to you than the cost of the telephone for a lifetime.

Save!

- You practice sound economy—save time and money when you shave with the "BLUE BLADE." This is the experience of thousands and thousands of thirty men. Starting at the very peak in the scale of sharpness, the "BLUE BLADE" gives you perfect shaves after a period of use that would ruin other blades. This means that you get more excellent shaves for your money—the unparalleled comfort and satisfaction. Learn the facts first hand. Shave with the "BLUE BLADE" and save money.

Save on Shaving Cost

Gillette Blue Blade

Only $.50

DICKINSON'S

Men's Shop

WABECK BUILDING